
MASTER THE
LAYER/ED LOOK

Oak Handmade Jewelry



Achieving a signature look can come
from the way you layer, to the type of
jewelry or singular pieces that remain a
staple no matter what else you pair
with them. After all, half the fun of
building a jewelry collection is styling
your favourite pieces in new ways.

Less is more, but if layered the right
way the final look creates one polished,
bold statement.
So how do you achieve that put-
together elegance that comes from
layering jewelry — without seeming like
you tried?
(And make your next Zoom look a
snap?)

Create Contrast!
We're not suggesting you throw on
everything your jewelry box holds at
once.

Season, Outfit + Occasion
Will determine where to layer
(You're likely not going to pile on the
bracelets with your mitts, but multiple
earrings with cuffs are great for scarf
weather)
Everyday ensembles + simple colours
Provide a great canvas to mix an array
of chains and bracelets on.
If you're going fancy with your outfit for
an occasion, go bolder!
Headed to the office (or a Zoom
meeting)? Subtle sophistication is
where it's at, layered a more personal,
statement piece.

 
LAYERING YOUR

JEWELRY 101 



1. Vary Texture + Length
Statement pendants pair well with dainty
chains for a natural balance.
Choose your "centerpiece" necklace layer
on no more than 1 - 3 smaller necklaces
to compliment it in varying lengths.

2. Choose your Showstopper
Choose 1: either a necklace, pair of
earrings, or a ring (if you like to talk with
your hands!)
The rest of your layers will compliment &
no compete with it. If you're layering
bracelets, opt for a single necklace.
If you're piling on the bracelets — it's an
arm party for one; don't do both wrists.

3. Mix it up
Be brave (fashion-wise, at least!) and mix
your metals.
It's okay, we got you.

4. Theme your look
We don't mean matchy-matchy, but a
through-line helps. Whether it's the
metal, the same gemstone accent in each
piece, or same pendant style. Something
to connect the diamond dots will give
your look a cohesion.
Ex: Stacking rings, dainty chain
necklaces...

5. Now that you've layered it up, take
off the last piece you put on!
We love it ALL, but the goal is easy
elegance

FIVE WAYS TO LAYER IT ON!



Snap a pic of your favourite
#LayeredLook with Oak Handmade

and tag us!
@oakhandmadejewelry

 

xo Jackie Rose Ward


